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If you could write a story about anything, what would you write about?
THE POWER OF COLORS

Written and Illustrated by: Rylan Gonzales

Story running long? Grab another sheet of paper!
This is the Power of Colors.

Red, Yellow, and Blue. They are the heroes for the City of Paper. Yellow is strong like the Sun. Red is bold and brave like a bright red rose. Blue is wise and smart like the ocean. They all have different abilities that make the Power of Colors stronger. The Power of Colors can make everything beautiful.
Paper City used to be black and white with no color. It was very gloomy and the citizens were not happy. When the true colors came, there was color for everyone in Paper City. The city became so colorful and has a lot of energy. The citizens were all happy and they loved their new city! They made the Power of Colors their heroes.
colors.

came. Mr. Oxyclean always made things white but he cannot
disable the Power of Colors. Then he invented a
new eraser that could wipe out all of the

He was the hero of Paper City before the Power of Colors.

not happy, and that person was Mr. Oxyclean.

Unfortunately, there was one person that was
One day, the colors in Paper City started to disappear. "Oh no! What happened to all the colors?" said Yellow. "It must be the work of Mr. Oxyclean," said Blue. "Let's go find Mr. Oxyclean!" said Red. When they were walking around and there was Mr. Oxyclean erasing the colors of the fire department.
"Why are you erasing the colors?" questioned Red. "I don't like color in my city. The citizens doesn't need me anymore!" shouted Mr. Oxyclean. "That's not true!" said Blue. "But there is no more white in the city," said Mr. Oxyclean. "We always need white," said Yellow. "Why don't you join us?" said Blue.
THE END

Mr. Oxyclean decided to join the Power of Colors. He became happy. Now, you can sometimes see Mr. Oxyclean wipe off old color so they can recolor the city. Colors make everyone happy!

THE END